BOOK REVIEWS

Advanced Design and Technology
Norman, Cubitt, Urry and Whittaker
Published by Longman: £24.99
Reviewed by Andy Breckon
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This book was first published in 1990 and has
been relaunched following a major revision
which has added approximately 100 pages to
its length. Many'schools and colleges will be
delighted that it is available again for A level
students and students on initial education
programmes. I believe that it would also be an
excellent textbook for those on industrial and
product design courses at university.
This book remains the only genuine A level
design and technology textbook and it is a
formidable publication. All departments and
school and college libraries should have a
copy, as should all A level students - but
teachers will need to ensure that guidance is
given on the parts which are relevant to the
particular syllabus being followed.
The major changes concern chapter 1, where
the D&T in society section has been
completely rewritten and extended to provide a
much more rounded chapter. As this was one of
the major weaknesses of the first edition, the
authors are to be congratulated on tackling this
so comprehensively. Electricity and electronics
have now been split and the material has also
been modified. This will be particularly helpful
for weaker students who would have found the
material quite daunting in the first edition.
The third major change concerns chapter 20,
which includes a comprehensive examination
of all aspects of coursework. This book sets out
the breadth and depth of the subject and it
shows the complexity and extent of the
knowledge base in design and technology.

Profdes for the Materials Information
Service
The Institute of Materials: £30
Reviewed by Alan Trueman
The Materials Information Service is operated
by the Institute of Materials, and the service
can be subscribed to for £30, which entitles
you to choose six titles from a selection of ten.
A starter pack is included with five titles, so for
£30 you can receive a total of eleven
publications.
The two titles I reviewed were 'Using zinc
alloys' and 'Engineering ceramics', both of

which are extremely comprehensive and up to
date. Each consists of around four pages of
close copy on the appropriate topic, a useful
bibliography and section on further ideas and
sources of information.
The main use for this service would be at
post-16 and higher education. Although they
could be used in schools, they might need to be
supported by the teacher since much of the
language used is highly technical. All in all,
they represent a good resource at a reasonable
price.

Advanced Marker Techniques
Dick Powell and Patricia Monahan
Published by Little Brown: £12.99
Reviewed by G. Asquith
From seeing Dick Powell's name on the cover
and remembering his previous work on
'Presentation Techniques', I was interested in
this book from the start. Almost immediately I
was rewarded: along with his co-author, Powell
captured my imagination with minimal text
and exuberant graphics.
The book is divided into sections, the first
dealing with the materials required, how to use
them and sample projects. The second section
covers advertising, film and video, packaging,
product design, automotive and architectural
applications, exhibitions, textiles and
illustration. Throughout the book the authors
take care to explain the activities in language
and in stages comprehensible to those with
only a smattering of experience in the graphic
field. The information given on the materials
would enable readers to select and equip
themselves to a high level and be able to
attempt the techniques with confidence.
Although the latter sections are quite specific
to some of the activities explained, techniques
could well be transferable to other areas.
This is another outstanding book from the
Powell stable. At £12.99 it should be in every
school teaching students to GCSE and A level,
and in lTE colleges training D&T teachers. It
will prove particularly useful for students
working for the new GCSE Design and
Technology - Graphic Products examinations
in 1998. I do hope it remains in print long
enough to get it on bookshelves across the land.
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Complete Book of Drawing
Nigel Reece and Fiona Brown
Usb orne Books: £8.99
Reviewed by Faith Graham
This book is colourful and well presented in
the familiar Usborne tradition. It is an essential
reference book for all who need to draw,
providing and insight into the many stages of
developing a picture. Close observation of a
model or photograph is encouraged, shapes are
analysed and clear, construction diagrams
indicate how to build up a shape. The book is
divided into useful chapters filled with lively
pictures (topical for pupils) which will
stimulate and motivate readers into trying
designs for themselves. The techniques are
illustrated so that pupils can apply the
knowledge and skills to create their own
drawings. Topics covered relate well to
children's own experi~nce and interest. Its only
failing was the omission of a couple of lines on
diagrams denoting movement. This book is a
must for those who lack drawing skills or
whose drawing skills are under-developed.

A Teacher's Guide to Using the Print Room
Colin Mulberg
V &A Education: £5.95
Using the Dress Collection at the V &A
Morna Hinton
V &A Education: £5.95
Reviewed by T. Taylor
These are most useful booklets (36 pages in
each), ideal to plan modules about print,
drawings, paintings or photographs from one
and textiles from the other. Before anyone
brings up the subject, I know that the precise
contents should only appeal to teachers who
work within a bus ride of the Victoria and
Albert Museum, and even then with a
maximum of ten pupils. However, I can use the
ideas and methods they contain on other topics
without going to the V&A at all. That said, a
research visit without the aid of these books
could be a waste of time. They suggest what
the class can do before, during and after the
experience, posing a series of quality questions
and challenges that highlight the comparatively
bland lessons done from home-grown
experiences and expectations.
The two booklets have slightly different
formats, syllabuses and the National
Curriculum, but to no great benefit. Oddly

enough, the Print Room booklet fails rather to
match the style of its partner. Appealing to a
wide range of subjects between them, anyone
of the ten modules described would be worth
the purchase price for their depth and structure.
Even more value is provided by the
suggestions on how to use the V &A as a
resource for other topics.
The burning question that remains is how to
persuade the SMT that a minibus with teacher
and ten pupils is a necessary expense!

Teaching Technology
Frank Banks
Routledge: £9.99
Reviewed by Ali Farrell
The development of technology education
throughout the last decade has been rapid and
complex and this volume manages to capture
and chart much of the important work which
has gone into and emerged from, this period.
This is an interesting edition of papers for a
number of reasons. Firstly, its publication
allows the reader to look back over an albeit
selective catalogue of events and thinking in
order to understand them better - or simply as
a reminder of recent changes. Secondly, careful
editing of the contributions provides a number
of snapshots of the principles and practice of
technology education which can be viewed
separately or in terms of their relationship to
one another. It is therefore possible to dip into
the book for particular references or to read the
whole volume for a detailed overview. This
volume certainly provides a great deal of food
for thought and discussion and is flexible
enough as a resource to support the developing
understanding of teachers, irrespective of their
stage of professional development.
Written by authors who have been active in the
field of technology education and its
development, Part I deals with the definition,
meaning and purposes of school technology,
including contributions from Paul Black,
Geoffrey Harrison and John Eggleston. Parts II
and III address learning and teaching and make
explicit links between teacher and learner. As a
food technologist, I am encouraged to see the
serious and equivalent treatment of this aspect
in Jane Murray's chapter on modelling with
food and its relationship to designing and
making. Relationships between technology and
science are discussed by Bob McCormick and
Sarah Hennessy, and David Barlex considers
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the role of modelling with technology and
science in furthering children's understanding.
Although it was published prior to the revised
Order, the issues covered are not dependent on
the National Curriculum. Issues including
assessment (Richard Kimbell), special needs
(Welsh Curriculum Council), vocational
education (Frank Banks), curriculum planning
(Somerset D&T team), project work (David
Barlex), gender (Anne Riggs) and values (Ruth
Conway and Anne Riggs) will remain topical
irrespective of the National Curriculum
requirements, even if these do strongly
influence the shape of the technology
curriculum. I look forward to a second volume
which would bring the reader up to date with
the concepts and values which concern us all as
educators and which form the basis from which
good practice is developed.

Product Design: Fundamentals and Methods
N.F.M. Roozenberg and J. Eakels
Wiley: £27.50
Reviewed by Ian Buchanan
This book is an English version translated from
the original Dutch, as the joint authors are
lecturers at Delft University of Technology.
The translation matches the content, and both
are excellent.
The authors have used their lecture notes and
experience in teaching a variety of engineering
students to produce a book which is both
intellectually stimulating and practical. The
practical examples (17 in all) range over such
diverse subjects as the design of a window
cleaner to that of a tractor frame. There are
details on a further four case studies
undertaken by students at the university. These
projects show an understanding of product
development by the students which is greatly
to the credit of all concerned. Three of the
projects were carried out in collaboration with
manufacturers and one was the work of an
indi vidual student designer. This section of the
book may be of use to more senior pupils,
particularly those undertaking project work.
The philosophy on the methodology of product
design is a little esoteric but should give
anyone with an interest in design in
engineering new insights into over-used
phrases such as problem-solving and
brainstorming. Not intended for pupil use, as a
department and teacher resource this book is

far ahead of most of the rather simplistic
publications on the ubiquitous design cycle.
Here is a volume solely devoted to product
design. While it may at first seem expensive, it
comprises 397 pages of excellent material. This
is an introduction to design that should be in
the bookcase of every teacher of technical
subjects, or anyone interested in the realisation
of an artefact from idea to production.
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Design Imagebase CD-ROM
Reviewed by John Hanson
Available from Longman Logotron
Cost: £80
System requirements: Windows with 4Mbytes
RAM
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SEMERC's Technology and
Design CD-ROM for the Acorn
Archimedes

I had heard that this CD-ROM was being
produced and looking forward to seeing it. It
certainly lived up to my expectations - it is
superb. It loaded itself easily into the
multimedia PC in a couple of minutes and
(since I do not believe in reading instructions
unless I have to) I found that it was possible to
operate all the facilities using a mixture of
common sense and screen prompts. Once you
are into it there are 2, 400 beautiful and
carefully selected images concerned with all
aspects of design, with supporting text. These
can be browsed and searched, are
cross-referenced and can be arranged in
collections. You can select casually as you
browse and look at the images more carefully
when ready to do so, or carry out complex
searches and show the results in a never-ending
carousel. You can also copy images into a
scrapbook and place them in other documents.
The images themselves are of superb quality.
It is not perfect, however: the Imagebase
Viewer Window always appeared over the
image and had to be moved away every time. I
managed to drive into a few errors on
occasions, but commendably the CD-ROM did
not crash completely. I had difficulty printing
out images, but this may have been the fault of
my printer rather than the CD. I did manage to

achieve print-outs of the text, however,
complete with copyright notices which I
welcome. Although not perfect, Imagebase is
very fine. It is one of the best collections of
data I have seen and the leader in what is a
growing and vital area for technology, and at
£80 it's a bargain.

Technology and Design for My World 2
CD-ROM
Reviewed by John Hanson
Available from SEMERC
Cost: £49
System requirements: Acorn-compatible CD
drive
This is a superb CD-ROM for users of the
program My World 2 in primary schools using
Acorn ·computers. As I understand, My World 2
is one of these really useful programs (most of
which seem to come from SEMERC) which
make perfect sense to the pupils using them but
which are totally confusing to computer people
because they are a combination of multimedia
display, database and word processor without the jargon.
The program seems to do exactly what the
children using it want and expect it to do, and
the CD provides a vast amount of material to
use with it. It has film clips, !Draw files and
text files. There are hundreds of individually
scanned images grouped in topic areas or
arranged as progressive sequences to go with
stories. The immense amount and range of
material on the disc should allow for a great
deal of development and activity amongst
pupils using this program and CD. I am sure it
will contribute to the terrifying confidence
shown by primary pupils who seem to master
effortlessly this sort of software and patiently
try to explain to this obviously feeble-minded
secondary teacher how simple things really are.

Crocodile clips: a user-friendly circuit
simulator
Reviewed by Tim Lewis
Available from Crocodile Clips, 11 Randolph
Place, Edinburgh EH3 7TH
Tel: 01312261511
Cost: Single user £98, five users £148, five+
users £148 plus £10 per user
System requirements: MS Windows 3.1 or
later. IBM PC or equivalent; at least IMbyte of
RAM; hard disk drive
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Fig. 1: Motor
on/off and
reverse circuit

language used is definitely suitable for Key
Stage 3 and 4 pupils and I would suggest older
KS2 pupils would not experience any problems
with worksheets 1 to 4. These worksheets are
well illustrated with example circuits and are
clearly marked as being freely copiable. The
same circuits are available in the example file
in the software. The manual is set out in a
readily accessible form.
On many occasions, initial teacher education
students and teachers on INSET courses have
asked about software which can be used to help
design and develop circuits rather than just
produce schematic or printed circuit board
(PCB) layouts, so D&T staff at Sheffield
Hallam University surveyed software suppliers
to see what was available. Such software as is
available is mainly designed for electronic
engineers and is far too complex for use in
schools. When the advertising material for
Crocodile clips arrived on my desk I could not
resist sending for the demonstration disk although I was rather sceptical, thinking that
this product was likely to be too simplistic, I'm
sure the attractive title and the eye catching
illustrations influenced me. I soon discovered
that it was not simplistic after all, and as I
explored this software its potential for teaching
electronics in the D&T curriculum became
apparent.
It runs on an IBM PC or equivalent and
requires Microsoft (MS) Windows 3.1 or later
and at least 1 MB of RAM plus a hard disk
drive. The package comes with a manual, disk
and Quickstart worksheets. I found the
worksheets to be particularly useful as an
introduction to the software. They start with
answers to common questions followed by
tutorials on how to use the software. The

Fig. 2: 555 oscillator
circuit
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Instructions on installing the software were
found in an appendix with step-by-step
directions. Also included are instructions on
how to write-protect the numerous example
circuits provided with the software - useful so
that pupils can use these in their learning
experiences but not accidentally modify this
excellent teaching resource. Once I had
installed it I could not resist going through
each of these circuits not only to see what is
available but to try out some of the features of
the software. Figure 1 is a simple circuit which
could used in KS2 teaching.
It was the circuit in Figure 1 which introduced
me to the animation facility in this software.
Moving the pointer to switch A and clicking
the left mouse button turns the motor on (the M
turns round), click again and it's off. Click on
switch B and the motor runs in reverse (the M
turns the opposite way) when switch A is
turned on.
For KS 3 and 4 there are numerous circuit
examples. Figure 2 shows an old favourite, the
555 timer, used as an oscillator switching two
light-emitting diodes (LEDs).
You may have noticed that the connections on
the 555 oscillator diagram have little flags,
which are used to indicate the voltage at that
point in the circuit; similarly the current flow is
shown by the arrows. The 555 circuit even has
+ + + + and - - - - signs on the capacitor
symbol which are used to show the change in
charge on the plates. As the circuit operates the
+ + + + and - - - - increase and decrease in
number.
The work space for drawing circuits includes
the standard Microsoft Windows drop-down
menus plus a number of component group
icons, and the Crocodile. All the standard
electronic components are available, and
accessed by selecting the component group; for
example, light bulb which then gives a range of
opto-electronic devices, clicking on the clear
button returns to the main menu. All common
component symbols are available and grouped
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logically, so that motor has a range of
electro-magnetic devices and switch a number
of switches including push-button switches.
The symbols are clear but, if necessary,
reference can be made to the manual which
shows each component menu with
explanations of each component and how to
use it.
The example circuits with the software include
one using a light- dependent resistor (LDR). I
decided to use this as a start and modify it to a
popular circuit used when teaching pupils how
a transistor works. Some components needed
deleting and others moving about. At this point
I picked up the Crocodile with the pointer and
moved it to the component to be deleted; when
over the component it opened its mouth and on
clicking the left mouse button it 'ate' the
component. I couldn't help smiling. This is the
fun element which will make this software so
usable in schools.
Crocodile clips has many advanced features
which enable more complex circuits to be
drawn and tested using the animation. One of
these is an oscilloscope facility so wave forms
can be plotted. A window is opened at the
bottom of the screen with a layout rather like
graph paper. Up to four differently coloured
probes are available for connection to different
points of the circuit to be tested. Turning the
circuit on produces traces on the
'oscilloscope', each one identified by the
colour of the probe.
This is an example of software which will
model circuits effectively and produce results
quickly. This review has been produced using
Crocodile clips in conjunction with word
processing and drawing software. Circuit
diagrams were easily transferred to the word
processor and then to the drawing package for
the addition of further text, then back to the
word processor. It worked faultlessly on every
occasion. Printing and file operations are
available within Crocodile clips, if required,
using the standard Microsoft Windows system.
After exploring this software for several hours,
my only complaint is that I would have liked
red, amber and green LEDs for my traffic
lights and only red LEDs are available. The
manufacturers are aware of this need and will
be providing these; they are also preparing a
version for the Apple Mac. This is an example
of quality software which both pupils and
teachers deserve. I still smile when I delete
with the crocodile.

MacCuisine: the Dietary Management
System
Reviewed by Ali Farrell
Available from Talyon Development, Flat 3,
Chapel Street, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3AN
Cost: £150 (see special offer below)
System requirements:
Apple: needs 12 Mbyte disk space and 4Mbyte
memory on System 6 or later
PC: 386SX or greater plus Windows 3.0; 12
Mbyte disk space plus 4Mbyte RAM
MacCuisine is the answer to the prayers of
teachers who have been waiting for a nutrition
database with a dietary analysis function that
operates on Apple and PC platforms. Designed
for schools and colleges, MacCuisine can be
accessed at various levels depending on ability
and need. It is relevant to food technology and
home economics and is particularly valuable
for the teaching of investigation, information
handling, evaluation, decision taking,
modelling, planning and organising ideas.
There are 100 recipes in the database, which
can be added to to produce personal recipe
banks. Recipe ratios can be altered by
changing the number of portions/servings
needed. The ingredients database contains over
1000 foods (including ethnic and less
traditional foods). Recipes can be created to
suit particular dietary needs, while search
facilities allow recipes to be found according to
their constituents.
Information is available on DRVs, RNIs, EARs
and the COMA Safe Intake ranges, dietary
disorders, additives, food safety, types of food,
temperatures, weights and measures. This is a
very extensive and comprehensive resource.
As with any software, its use will have to be
structured and well focused so that pupils have
no difficulty accessing what they need. Talyon
offers a free helpline for one month after
purchase.
A primary version will be available in the near
future, as will a textiles database.

•

Special offer

Talyon Development is offering readers of
D&TT a £50 discount provided that orders are
received before 30th November 1995.

